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Better by Design

Data Strings

Spinner Design is a specialist
agency in results driven
consultancy and design for
some of the UK's most
recognisable brands.

The Strad is the classical music
magazine for all strings
enthusiasts, from top
professionals to eager amateurs.

Spinner’s rapidly growing
client list prompted a complete
database review, which
highlighted the need for an
overhaul for both marketing
and account management.
Spinner choose CONTACTS!
and WorkflowPLUS! after a
careful review of a whole host
of contact management options
available in the database
marketplace.
“We decided to use
CONTACTS! and
WorkflowPLUS! because it
could be customised totally
for our needs, our staff were
familiar with using the
Filemaker programme, and
Cruse Control provided us
with impeccable service.”
Jane Jones, Spinner

Not only did WorkflowPLUS!
meet and exceed their
specifications, but it also
enabled Spinner to stay with
their existing FileMaker
software and experience - no
steep learning curve or
expensive software
replacements required!
Most importantly, it enabled
Spinner to be rapidly up and
running in their new system,
reducing costly down time to a
minimum.
Jane Jones of Spinner sums up:
“The system is easy to use,
looks attractive and means we
are totally in control of
recording our marketing and
account management activities.
We have been delighted with
the product and find the
additional consultancy service
offered by Cruse Control allows
us to improve our customised
version as and when our
business needs require.”

The Strad also publishes two
directories (online and printed):
The Strad Directory and the
summer schools directory,
SummerPlus.
The Strad’s publishers,
Orpheus Publications, wanted
to create a flexible database
system to offer information
about string summer schools
held worldwide. (Summer
schools are intensive courses in
technique and repertoire.)
Orpheus chose FileMaker
developers Cruse Control for
this two-stage project,
converting from an existing but
cumbersome 4D database.
“The solution that Cruse
Control offered to us was
concise, creative and above
all cost effective. Moving to
FileMaker Pro makes our
former print-only databases
online compatible.”
Nikki Easton, Production Manager

Initially, an internal system was
required to collate all the data
on courses. The system needed
to be easily manageable, with
the users able to change data or
add fields where required.
As each course can be for up to
5 instrument categories, 10
levels of ability and 19 contents
categories, the capability to log
a category and convert it into
an easy-to-spot symbol was
also important! Data is coded in
a specific way so that tags can
be added for the key in the
printed directory.

What do you do?
From time to time we get
asked: “What else do you
do?” Here is our reply:

Corporate Presentations
We specialise in creating slick
presentations (usually in
PowerPoint) within the
Apart from database solutions... deadlines of a corporate
Cruse Control have been
requirement. We are also
known to write poetry, draw
available to 'push the buttons'
cartoons, teach Fashion
on the big day if required.
Designers to use CAD systems,
give advice on how to raise
Corporate Stationery
funds for charity, run and jump Templates
in a park at sunset for a photo Re-branding? It can be a strain
shoot, and all in the name of
when it comes to translating the
work of course! But seriously
designs into your corporate
here are some of the more
templates. We realised this
accessible skills we have too:
requirement in the market a few
years ago and developed our
IT Consultancy
Word, Excel and PowerPoint
18 years of continuous
skills in order to answer the call.
experience in the growing IT
market means a wealth of
Cruse Control also deliver
information about Mac and PC the following services:
usage and finding 'the best tool • Software Training: Word,
for the job' in terms of software
PowerPoint, FileMaker etc.
and hardware. We take the time • Graphic Design: Brochures,
to find out exactly what your
annual reports, templates.
requirements are and then
• ‘Off-the-shelf’ databases
recommend the correct software as well as build to order
and hardware solution for the
systems.
job. We can even help to design • Web Site Development
specialist training courses.
Including data driven sites.

Up to
speed?

The next phase saw the
database available online and
searchable, as well the data
being used to print the annual
SummerPlus supplement.

For client details, go to www.crusecontrol.com and click on Client Portfolio.

Cruse Control creative services
6 Wolsey Mansions Main Avenue
Moor Park Northwood Middlesex HA6 2HL
tel: 01923 842 295
Fax: 01923 842 698
E-mail: email@crusecontrol.com
Web: www.crusecontrol.com

®
®

Members of WISE

WISE, the WISE logo and Lioness and Cubs
symbol are trademarks, service marks and
collective membership marks owned by
WISE and are used with its permission.

Stay miles ahead with a day’s training from
Cruse Control.
We offer a wide range of bespoke training,
including basic database skills, templates and
web styles.
Call us on 01923 842 295 or visit our web site
www.crusecontrol.com.

Training brings security

The Newsletter from
Cruse Control
FileMaker Finds Issue
2003

Find just what
you need–now!
Find What You Want
We thought that we would start
this little mini-series of
education features with a run
through of the "Find"
commands in FileMaker.
Even if you are using a
database that is not based in
FileMaker, you may well find
that this feature brings you to
question what more you can get
out of your existing systems,
and help get more out of what
you already have.

Hello, hello and
welcome to another
edition of Good Control,
the newsletter from
Cruse Control.
In this edition, we
thought that we could
provide you with some
training on the general
use of FileMaker.
Now, for those of you who do
not use FileMaker, you may feel
that this is of no use to you. Yet,
in actual fact, this is a perfect
opportunity to look and see
what FileMaker can do!
If you do not already have a
database of any description, it’s
also a chance to see the most
basic, yet powerful use that a
FileMaker based database can
offer to any user, large or small.
Those of you who have an
existing FileMaker system may
very well be surprised at how
much more you can get out of
your system by knowing the
full extent of searches for data.
After all, it is all very well
putting data into a system, but
that is just storage! It is what
you get back OUT of a system
that sets it apart from anything
else. A great system sorts your
information and lets you know
what you have, so that you can
respond accordingly.

If this does not occur, call us,
I'm sure a FileMaker based
system, tailored to your own
requirements, would help!

Learn What You Need
As a last point, I wanted to say
that the real message from this
newsletter is "Get Trained";
whatever you use, know what
you can do with it.
If you don't have a database,
read this newsletter and ask us
what you like. If you do have
one, read this newsletter and let
us come in and train you on
what you want to know!
If your system is not FileMaker
based, question the relevant
parties. If they can't answer
your questions, we might be
able to.

Sharing Success
When FileMaker asked Cruse
Control to provide success
stories for their web site, we
found it hard to choose!
There were so many, from
major implementations saving
time, money and energy,
through innovative solutions to
specific problems. With
FileMaker at their core,
innovation and creativity just
flowed! Here is a sample.

From Little Acorns
Centaur Communications are
one of the UK's largest
independent business
publishing and information
companies, Centaur publish a
myriad of quality titles for a
range of professional readers.

“FileMaker offered an easily
customised interface, unlike
other off-the-shelf products
where changing the look was
difficult. It enables us to
replicate the look of our old
card index system, so the
learning curve for staff was
much reduced.”
Stephen Marks, Mac Support Manager

bookings, and send booking
confirmation forms direct to the
client either by fax or email.
The system also tracks and
stores all revenue data for the
accounts department.

In 1996, Centaur realised that
their trusty card index system
needed to be computerised. The
company was cross platform
with a 50/50 PC/Mac split, so
FileMaker was a clear choice.

In addition, a log is kept of all
sales calls made by the various
sales reps, so they can keep
abreast of all their company
contacts, and who needs calling
when. Now reps can move
from publication to publication,
taking their system knowledge
with them.

From that initial card index,
FileMaker was used to created a
whole new extended method of
working. The team can log
company details, make

This solution is now used for
the majority of Centaur’s
printed publications, for banner
ads and web advertising sales
for related magazine web sites.

Copperplate Barney

Cont/d back page

3. The importance of:
Being able to find something...

Go easy on yourself; for many
people this is a new industry
and we were not necessarily
born knowing this, I know I
wasn’t! But you can get what
you want and you can
understand it and use it.
I hope we can help and I hope
you find this newsletter useful.
All the best

Paul Cruse

Barney finally admitted he had lost
his mother-in-law’s phone number…
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Digital
FINDPrinting
the power
of your database
A database is an excellent place for storing mountains of
information. But what about when you want to get it out again?
What’s more - how do you accomplish that quickly and
efficiently - and preferably all in one hit? In this article we will
show you just how you can pull out even obscure sets of data,
and make sure your data and your FileMaker database is really
working for you...
So you’ve got your FileMaker
database and it’s just what you
asked for. It’s got plenty of check
boxes and radio buttons and
pulldown lists and you’ve
categorised your clients and
contacts until you are blue in the
face... Now what?
You want to send a marketing
piece to a select group of people, or
find out how many profitable calls
have been made in the Midlands
area as compared to those in
Scotland and Devon, but you want
to exclude anyone who is in the
Tourism industry… Sounds simple,
but a lot of people grind to a halt
when faced with this kind of data
interrogation.
FileMaker Modes*
Whilst adding information to your
client records in the database, you
would have been in Browse Mode
There are four different ‘modes’ in
FileMaker – Browse Mode – which
is the data entry mode – this
allows you to look through the
records and add /edit/ delete data.
Layout Mode - which is basically
where you create the different
ways of viewing the data (called
Layouts) such as Forms, Entry
screens, Labels, Reports.
Preview Mode - This is the one that
shows you what something will
look like when it prints.
Last but not least - Find Mode –
which allows you to do searches

on the data. This is the one we will
be concentrating on now.
When you start using FileMaker
you would be forgiven for thinking
that you can only do one find at a
time. For example, “Find all
companies in the leisure industry
in Scotland”. Whilst this is still a
powerful thing to be able to do,
did you know that you can build
up a search with some pretty
complicated requests?
How about “Find all companies in
the leisure industry in Scotland,
and all companies in the leisure
industry in North East England,
but omit any that have fewer than
10 staff”? Simple when you know
how!
How do I tell it what I want?
Let’s imagine you have a database
that has fields for contact names,
companies, addresses, some simple
industry categories, regional areas
and number of staff at a company.
Let’s break down this search and
see how it can be done...
• Start by making sure that the
Status Bar is available on the left
of the screen. (See Status Bar
image for details of making it
visible.)
• Go into Find Mode by clicking
View then select Find Mode.
• Select “Leisure”in your Industry
categories and type “Scotland”
into your Area field - that’s
Request 1“find all companies in
the leisure industry in Scotland”.

*Modes - simply means a way of doing / viewing / interacting with something

Use check boxes for multiple choices, radio buttons
to force a single choice, and pulldown lists for single
choice but in a limited space.

• You may have noticed that by
going into Find Mode, the
Records menu changes to
Requests.
• Go to the Requests menu and
select “Add New Request”.
• Notice how the status bar has
“Requests 2” at the top.
• For your next find request,
select “Leisure”in your Industry
categories and select “NE” in
your Area field - that’s Request
number 2 “and all companies in
the leisure industry in North East
England”.
• Add a New Request again - but
this time select the “Omit”

The Status Bar
Click to go backwards and
forwards through the different
find requests.

How many requests.
Omit box when ‘checked’ will
exclude the data from the found
set.
Full description of the symbols
is in the far right column.
Press this button when you are
ready to perform the find.

Click here to make the status
bar show or hide.
Another way to change the
“Modes”.
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1. A standard record with data shown
in Browse Mode.

2. First find request showing Scotland
in Area and Leisure in Industry.

3. Second find request showing NE in
Area and Leisure in Industry.

4. Third find request showing Omit on
Status bar and No of Staff 1-10.

Symbols...

Add even more power
to your searches.
The list of symbols above only appear when
you are in Find Mode.
The first 4 are quite self explanatory, and are
commonly used with numbers. They can also
be used with dates and times, e.g. to find “all
entries to the database since 1st March
2003”, the search would be >1/03/2003.

check box on the status bar and
select 1-10 in the Staff box - that’s
Request 4 “but omit any that have
fewer than 10 staff”.
• Now press the Find button on the
Status Bar or the enter key, and it
will find your chosen set.
If you make a mistake or if you want to
add to your find, you can go to
Records, Modify Last Find from Browse
Mode and it will show you the last set
of find requests.
Saving Finds
Once you have taken the time to do this
complex find, you may want to save the
search criteria so that you can use it
again in the future. Once a Find is
saved, it can be performed at any point
in the future and give you a new set of
records based on the current data in the
database. The way to save the Find is:
• Perform the find that you want.
• Immediately afterwards go to the
Scripts menu.
• Click on ScriptMaker.
• Type in a name for your script into
the box titled Script Name at the
bottom of the screen.
• Click on Create.
• Scroll down the list on the left until
you see the Sort/Find/Print options.
• Choose Perform Find.
• Double click Perform Find so that it
appears in the big white box on the
right.
• Leave the default options on for
Restore, Replace Found Set.
• Click OK.
• Click DONE.

If you now go back to the scripts menu,
you will see the script you have created
at the bottom of the list, and if you
select it, it will perform the same find
every time!
Useful Symbols
Did you know that when doing a find,
you can also make use of the set of
symbols offered in the Status Bar?
These symbols help you add even more
power to your searches.
For example, using an * (asterisk) in a
field finds Zero or more unknown
characters. So for example, if you
wanted to find someone called John but
did not know if they were on the
database as Jon, Jonathan or John, your
search could be jo*n and the database
would find you Jon, Jonathan and John.
The right hand column explains the use
of symbols in more depth.
Further help...
There are even more interesting ways of
manipulating data which you can read
in the FileMaker manual in the chapter
on Finding and Sorting Information,
but in the meantime we hope this has
inspired and helped you to get more
out of your database.
In the next newsletter we will be giving
you more helpful hints on how to create
and sort reports “on the fly”, and how
to add scripts to buttons.

Exact match = (equals sign), find exactly
the word that you type, with or without
other words in that field, e.g. =Dave will find
you Dave Jones as well as Dave Smith.
Field Content Match ==(two equals) finds
only the data you specify, without any other
words, e.g. ==Dave will find you Dave but
not Dave Smith or Dave Jones.
Range ... (three full stops) will find you data
between a set of criteria, commonly used for
dates or for numbers, e.g. 200...3000 in a
“total spent” field could find people who
have purchased between £200 and £3000
worth of goods.
Duplicates ! (exclamation mark) will
literally find any of the same fields that have
exactly the same data.
Today’s Date // will find you, for example,
anything entered on the database today.
Invalid date or time ? (question mark). If
the database has data in a date or time field
that is not valid, it puts in a question mark.
You can find all invalid dates and times by
searching using the question mark.
One Character @. Searching for Kev@n
will find you Kevin and Kevan.
Asterisk * (see Useful Symbols in column
to the left).
Literal text “ ”. If you are looking for an
email address, for example, you would
probably need to put it in speech marks.
This ensures the database looks for the
Exact Text match, e.g. “test@sample.com”.
The same search without the speech marks
will give you an incorrect result as it will use
the @ symbol to mean “one character”.

Finding a range of dates using ...
Finding numbers greater than ( > )3000

tel: 01923 842 295
email@crusecontrol.com

Finding an exact text match using “ ”

